Energy Monitoring
with Edison's Virtual Energy Manager (VEM)®

See. Save.
Greater energy visibility for lower energy costs.

Stop energy waste in its tracks. Edison Energy® Energy Monitoring is the
proactive approach to optimizing your facility’s use of electricity, natural gas,
water, steam—even greenhouse gases. Relying on web technology that we
created and drawing upon decades of energy management experience, the
Energy Center monitors your facility’s operations 24/7.

FEATURES
Proprietary technology: Our custom, cloud-based technology allows us to
monitor your energy usage and spend continually. In the process, we can find
savings opportunities quickly so you can take immediate action to optimize your
overall use of energy.
Expert support: We have deep experience in interpreting the data and analytics,
filtering out false alerts and noise and, in general, providing you with actionable
recommendations—so there is no need for you to learn sophisticated software
or interpret complex reports.
24/7 accessibility: As we monitor your usage from our network operations
center, you can manage, measure and review your energy costs and usage in
near real time. You will receive immediate alert notifications about energy
waste, excess consumption or overspending.
Technology-enabled transparency: Our recommendations are driven by
system analytics, which are always available to you for full visibility.
Customized: Dashboards are tailored to your unique site and project needs,
enabling detailed, customized reporting and forecasting of your energy costs
and use. Baseline report comparisons illustrate weather and production impact.

BENEFITS
Savings: Energy monitoring lets you
manage, measure and review your
energy costs in real time, leading to
greater energy efficiency and longterm savings of up to 40%.
Faster troubleshooting: You’ll
minimize the risk of down time
by receiving immediate alert
notification whenever issues
are detected.
Improved O&M: By troubleshooting
problems as they arise, you ensure
your energy systems last longer with
fewer costly repairs.
Long-term performance: You
get highly personalized, ongoing
measurement, and assurance
through verified energy projects to
achieve long-term energy efficiency
and renewable energy goals.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
Strong: Our depth of resources and expertise make us an ideal partner
for high-quality, high-value energy services.
Independent: Since we don’t manufacture products, we are
entirely unbiased and offer best-in-class options for you, regardless
of the source—based solely on your requirements.
Entrepreneurial: We offer the creativity and nimbleness of a
small firm and the financial stability of a Fortune 500 parent
company, with over 130 years of energy innovation.

WHO WE’VE WORKED WITH
Our Energy Monitoring clients include:

INSTITUTIONAL

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIAL

UTILIT Y INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

Energy Monitoring is just one of the many solutions Edison Energy offers to
benefit your organization. Contact us today at information@EdisonEnergy.com

Edison Energy provides independent, expert advice and solutions to help
large corporate, industrial, and institutional clients better understand and
navigate the choices and risks of managing energy. We enable decision
makers in organizations deliver on their strategic, financial and
sustainability goals.
Through a comprehensive portfolio approach, Edison works with our
clients to help them resolve the key challenges of cost, carbon, and the
increasingly complex choices in energy today.
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